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Nasty gal white boots review

Top positive review hide e. 11/30/20 Generally, quite a nice store to shop in! I bought a saturn wrap dress and it was better than I expected! The quality was amazing, the material was really comfortable, and it fit my body perfectly. They still have sales on their website, so it's always good to look out for people. See positive review Top Critics Review ChannelS B. 6/9/20 I bought 7
items from Nasty Gal and not one of them fit well, they were all too big in some spots (usually the sleeves that can't be adjusted) and too little in other spots. I have very normal proportions (33-26-36.5ft'4in), so this shouldn't have been a problem. The quality is terrible, very thin and the clothes had pills. It costs $13 for ships to Canada and I must now spend $15 chips back. Like a
tire of time and money. I would never buy into this store ever again. See revised Critical Metrics Delivery Method Postal Service, Courier Average delivery time more than 7 days delivery on delivery time greater than 47% Accurate and undamaged order greater than 57% Phone Channel communications, Emails, emails, Live Chat solved in 6 – 12 hours Sort By: The most recent
rated filter: No 5 Stars 4 Stars 3 Stars 2 Stars useful I paid extra for express shipping and the order still hasn't been shipped 6 days later. Complete rip-off. pack is in Jamaica? Package stuck in Jamaica? Terrible service and correct tracking. They are used to having great customer service and clothing – AVOID IT. There's a reason the company has 90% of all the time. Like
everyone said below: They're having terrible shipping issues right now. I ordered something about 11/27/20 and it was about a month and I still haven't received it. I have spoken to customer service 4 times, they refuse to refund me and keep telling me they are investigating.. Do you have trouble shipping due to advice is acceptable, but then maybe tell your client it won't come in
on time? Worst IMO customer service experience. I got only half of my order. It sates on their website that if the items are missing, another package will arrive at a later date. Thinking the rest of my order was on its way, I decided to return the items to the original package (which was very bad quality) before 14 days passed. When I tried to return the package, customer service
refused to refund me for the items that were missing and refused to see if another package was on its way. It's been over a month now and they've ignored me. The items aren't worth it throughout the customer service is absolutely terrible. Don't buy anything from them unless you want to get shaken. No girl is Nasty. Nasty Odors, Nasty Fit, Nasty Quality, Nasty Service. No first
name I'm not babies! It's Janet, Miss Jackson If You're Nasty! I purchased from them for the first time and I had to say I was really disappointed. The few clothing items I ordered were beautiful and okay but I ordered a few shoes also and have horrible quality for the price. Also they sent me a pair of which were ginormous. I ordered a size US 6 to the women and sent a pair of
which resulted in being a size 10 or 11 but with the number 6 printed on it. Another pair was cheaper, super cheaper and awful made for $45. I will never buy from them again. This leather jackets came in a rancid twist bag. This bag had the jackets that smell like mob ultimate area. Other known trout odors. This is absolutely not okay, it made all my room smell like imaging areas. I
will never buy coax leather again. wish I could give 0 stars – worst company that sent misuse size then blame it on you, terrible quality clothes and very high pricing for shitty fabric and quality. terrible customer service, terrible clothing, terrible wish pricing I could give terrible stars. Three out of five clothes I ordered from them was the size completely wrong... like wtf you literally had
one job. Also, after reading about how much fast mode causes polishing, im out. Probably used slave jobs to keep prices down too. Never order from this company again. Stay away!! Order did not do it and is still waiting. They're not going to reimburse me a 10.00m coupon for my next order  FedEx said they haven't even received orders. So disappointed. I purchased 21 items,
all loungewear. The fabric and fit are terrible. Thin cheap materials, shirts are really overssized. Bottom sexy housewife. If you gave me for free I still wouldn't want it. The sexy website and quality seems really great. Great way to not have customers repeatedly. Horrible material isn't worth the discounted price left alone the original price. When I buy clothes that are $100 I expect
by quality damaged material upon arrival. Customer service was terrible and did not meet my needs. Cedars say I never order the outcry embarrassment again of my time and money!!! I ordered a package in November. I hoped he will get here before Christmas. I was wrong. Terrible customer service. I will never order anything from this website. NEVER ORDER FROM
NASTYGAL.COM. I will not repeat everything already stated in the many unsatisfactory reviews below. No shipping status has no refund until you find it has been over three weeks and they tell them to wait until Christmas. NEVER ORDER FROM NASTYGAL.COM. My credit card company will now reverse the charge. Materials good material and article not as published. The
handle on my coordinator is hardly pink and looks almost the same brown as the rest of the jackets. Take forever to find packages and impossible to get the hold of requested update. I should have watched these reviews first. Shipping issues are real. Order 11/29. Chose the shipping day 7-10. They have checked my daily tracking. Stuck in Jamaica since December 4 and has not
moved. Contact the company this weekend. They said he would be there today. No such chance. Contact again today, they said they wouldn't do anything until 12/30. This is after Christmas for what is. It's useful throughout. Terrible customer service. Sizing is so far away. I bought the garment in a large size which is supposed to be equivalent to a size 14-16 with a Bust size of 38
– 41 inches as per your size chart. The current dress has a Bust size of 34 inches !!!!!. Seriously, how far you can get! Cutting at the top of the dress is the problem. NastyGal obviously has no QA process. Nastygal rated 1.58 based on 311 reviews my experience was on the first commandment, and after seeing the good reviews of others, I was looking forward to receiving my
product (a pair of shoes with a pair of lazy). However, I was seriously let down. Part of the order was a pair of patents, platform Mary Jane shoes, which when I opened the box, wasn't the same as moving on the website image – the eyes around the buckle holes were not there (preventing me not getting the correct shoes, as another was also on the website without those eyes). I
was ashamed, but would more than want to trade in their shoes, if I wasn't at that time seeing that at the end of the loop was split apart and glue to put around the hole. For a pair of shoes of £42 I was hoping for better quality, and I'm now inclined to shop elsewhere where I can wear more faith. Alas, for this was not the end of the problems, for then I moved onto the trwals, and a
hope now restored. I should not have looked forward to anything. Despite measuring my belt and using Nasty Gal's own 'Find Me Size' feature, which recommends the size found, I quickly tried on the pants both to find that they were incredibly long (this is coming from a woman to a slightly higher medium height, bringing regular lazy quantities) and the wasted kidney. It wasn't
even a tiny slight, but enough that I had checked if the size of the trunk they gave me was too big. It wasn't. In addition, the model pictures of the men being fairly like in fact tone stiff are in fact plain brown and yellow in so pretty much it could be easily mistaken for the cream of the rest of their hosts. This means that all products will have to be returned as they were not as shown in
the images (raising concerns of false advertising) and one is not even fit for purpose, despite being guided by the store itself. I'm embarrassed and let me down, especially after hearing these wonderful things on the spot
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